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Although there have been changes this year, many StFX students say they are happy to back in the classroom. 



“I’m filled with gratitude that this is an opportunity that I am being provided with,” says Mia Landi, a third-year 

psychology student from Canmore, AB, speaking about the ability to return to StFX for in-person classes this year. 

“I’m so grateful, even when I’m having a hard time with classes and work, I’m grateful to be able to have this 

experience,” says Ms. Landi.

The experience is one not everyone can share. As the world continues to grapple with the challenging,  

ever-changing COVID-19 pandemic, many post-secondary institutions across the country went fully online, StFX 

made a measured decision, welcoming students back to campus and offering about 65 per cent of classes  

in-person and the remainder online—one of the highest percentages of in-person classes in Canada. 

StFX President Dr. Andy Hakin says following careful consideration the university believed it could safely 

operate employing an in-person learning framework.
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While many universities across the country moved fully to online 
classes this fall, StFX diligently prepared plans, presented to provincial 

Public Health authorities, put in countless hours and much effort to 
safely provide in-person classes during a complex academic year. 

Through it all—the mask-wearing, physical distancing and 
community caring—it’s been working. Here’s how.  

Face-to-face classes at StFX University



StFX had several things in its favour, including its geography and 
demographics (including its location in Antigonish, with a smaller 
population in rural Nova Scotia, and as part of the Atlantic ‘bubble’); 
its small class sizes and ability to provide physical distancing in 
classrooms; a strong relationship with the local community; and a 
serious commitment to meet and, in some instances, exceed 
provincial public health guidelines. 

Although there have been definite changes this year, Ms. Landi 
says it doesn’t feel that different. “It feels very ‘new normal.’ I feel 
most of us have adjusted.”

In class she continues to sit with her closest friends in the 
program, but now instead of sitting beside each other, there’s space 
between them. They’re all wearing masks, but no one is really 
complaining. “I haven’t had a moment where I felt this so weird. It’s 
what everyone is doing right now.”

And while some things are odd—like Halloween, a low-key 
celebration this year, which typically would have been bigger 
pre-COVID—Ms. Landi says she tries to find the silver lining. 

“I don’t think there is anything wrong with keeping your groups to 

less than 10 (current provincial guidelines) and to stick with a closer 
group of friends. You’re able to have more intimate conversations,” 
she says. 

“I don’t feel I’m missing out. I’m very grateful.” 
Her heart does go out to first-year students as they’re not able to 

sit as a full residence floor and chill and chat, a time-honoured 
university experience. Students though are able to still have quick 
conversations with people they meet en route to class, and find 
positives. 

“Coming from a small university, we’re still being provided with 
the core values, of community, leadership, responsibility and 
accountability. We’re looking out not only for ourselves, but for our 
classmates, the workers at StFX and the greater community of 
Antigonish. I’m grateful that I am able to acknowledge that, even 
though things are different.”

GLAD TO BE BACK
“I am definitely glad to be back,” says Ryan Small, a fourth year 
biology student from Saint John, NB. “Although it is different, I still 



get that community feeling walking around campus. I was fortunate 
enough to be from the Atlantic ‘bubble,’ so I have not seen the effects 
of COVID as dramatically as some of my classmates have. I was wary 
at first with all the students flying in after coming through large 
cities, but thankfully we were able to avoid an outbreak. I feel like 
that is in part because of the majority of students following protocols, 
getting tested and taking precautions. I am proud of how well we 
have done.”

Classes can be a strange experience, he notes, with students 
siting two seats apart, so it is hard to make connections in a room 
full of people you don’t know. “Outside of classes, student life is 
more or less normal. Many extra-curricular activities are 
suspended, which is unfortunate, but so long as we follow 
protocols, I can still study with my friends, and have small 
gatherings.”

Mr. Small says all his courses are in-person this semester. He’s 
had some classes moved online for a day or so throughout the 
semester. On one hand, he liked that because he could be anywhere 
and still be in class. However, “I also feel like it creates a distance 

between you and the class so it’s more challenging to meet people, 
connect with your professor, and become passionate about the 
course material. Even though the regulations are strict, I feel 
in-person classes create a more welcoming, friendly environment.” 

Brad Van Dam, a third-year psychology student from Oxford, 
NS, was also excited to return in September. “It was hard leaving 
campus so abruptly last spring, and not having proper goodbyes. 
Many students were anxious about returning, but I believe the 
work done not only by administration but also student leadership 
helped to ease some of these worries. Overall, the return was 
smooth and I for one was happy to see StFX back up and running.”

He says the experience on campus is certainly different with less 
student traffic. Academic buildings, meal hall, and study spaces are 
not as busy due to social distancing restrictions. “With all that 
being said, the Xaverian sprit is still alive and well here on campus. 
The Xaverian community has rallied to make campus as safe, 
inviting and accessible as possible. We are lucky to have continued 
services such as meal hall, in-person classes, the library, and 
student mass at the chapel.”        

“Coming from a small 
university, we’re still 

being provided with the 
core values, of community, 
leadership, responsibility 

and accountability.”
Mia Landi



EXCITED TO BE BACK
For Sophia Fabiano, a second-year biology student from Ottawa,  
ON, it’s been interesting being a student with the new regulations. 

“However, I do feel we are lucky to be able to come to school in 
person and see friends in person and interact with humans instead 
of screens. The only downside would be that some of the regulations 
in our dorms due to COVID, put a strain on the types of social 
interactions residents can have.” 

It’s not ideal for first-year students, she says, but as a second-year 
student, she’s able to spend time off-campus with friends who have 
apartments so that they can spend time together in a bubbled setting.

She says she was excited to return—even with the restrictions. “I 
was super excited to come back and be able to enjoy our gorgeous 
campus for another year.”

She’s taking mostly in-person classes. “I find I have lots of 
challenges in my online class in regard to focus and commitment to 
learning unlike when I am in my in-person classes. Also, the 
technology always poses a challenge when we are all learning to do 
new things. However, my professors have been very open about 
these challenges and how they are hoping to solve them.”

BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES
StFX physics professor Dr. Peter Marzlin, who is teaching all his 
classes in-person, says he’s seen both benefits and challenges this 
semester. 

Faculty members, he says, have made a myriad of small changes to 
their courses to teach them in-person, but at the same time to be 
flexible so they can switch to online classes if necessary. For instance, 
in his department they split a large first-year course into two 
sections so it fits into a smaller classroom. They teach one section in 
the evening. They have introduced new methods of assessment, such 
as group assignments, to be less dependent on a final exam (in case it 
gets cancelled). “Each change is not a big problem, but the sum 
creates a huge workload. That is the case for both faculty and for 
students, who are being tested way more often than in the past,”  
Dr. Marzlin says. 

“On the other hand, our students appear to be really happy that 
they can have in-person classes, and I have the impression that they 
are more dedicated to their courses than in previous years. They also 
seem more interested in discussions during class, maybe because 
they realize that this is an advantage of in-person classes.”

With all the social distancing measures in place, he says it felt 
different returning to class in September. “However, I am very happy 
that the vast majority of our students is diligently following all rules. 
We really have great students at StFX.”

In smaller classes, where you know students well, the measures 
don’t make that much of a difference, he says. However, in large 
first-year classes, social distancing has a significant impact.  
Dr. Marzlin says he normally uses photos of his students in the 
registration database to memorize their names, so he knows their 
names and programs during the first week of classes. However, since 
the masks cover their face, this was not very helpful this year. He 
says students too keep much more of a distance between each other, 
and with their instructors, and are less eager to seek his help. “There 
is still a good amount of interaction with students, but for most 
students it is less than in normal years,” he says. 

“Benefits I see are I haven’t thought as deeply about how to 
improve my courses in a long time. Some changes, like group 
assignments, are a definite keeper. We are more flexible now and 
may be able to deliver more courses in a various format (online, 
in-person, or even both simultaneously).

“Overall, I believe this term has made us better educators.”

SPOTLIGHT ON TEACHING 
Psychology professor Dr. Erin Austen agrees with the point. “One of 
the unexpected things to come out of the pandemic is a spotlight on 
teaching and learning, and a renewed interest in sharing resources 
and connecting with expertise on our campus and beyond.  At StFX, 
we were very fortunate that pre-pandemic we had launched a new 
Teaching and Learning Center, and hired our inaugural coordinator, 
Dr. Angie Kolen. The timing on this was perfect. Support for 
teaching development, and professional development around online 



learning was essential at this time. I am very grateful to all of my 
colleagues at StFX, colleagues in the Maple League of Universities, 
and colleagues at other institutions in the Atlantic region and 
beyond who openly shared their expertise and time by offering 
professional development sessions over the summer and throughout 
the academic term,” she says. “I think the pandemic brought the 
academic community together and highlighted new ways that we 
could all work together. I am also very grateful to our student 
partners who shared their insights about what they needed and what 
was working/not working for them. I think that we need to keep 
these lines of communication with students open.  We have a lot to 
learn from one another.”

This term, Dr. Austen taught her classes in-person and her labs 
online. Next term, she will have an in-person class, online labs, and a 
course she will be teaching online for the first time.  

“I am grateful in so many ways to be teaching in-person this 
semester, and grateful to students for trying to stay positive and 
abiding by the new classroom regulations, e.g., wearing masks, 
physically distancing, hand sanitizing,” she says.

“That said, the classroom feels different this year, particularly for 

my larger class. I am moving about the classroom less; group work, 
assignments and exams have been re-designed; it is taking me 
significantly longer to match names to faces this year; and I find that 
everyone is quieter overall than usual. My upper-level class seems to 
be less impacted by the changes, at least with respect to the 
classroom. It is a much smaller group and we have been able to use 
technology to our advantage to collaborate and share materials.” 

Dr. Austen says she was both excited and nervous to return to the 
classroom in the fall. “I was feeling a lot of uncertainty about how 
the protective measures would impact how I teach, and how 
comfortable students would be in the classroom. I was also 
concerned about whether I would be sufficiently prepared to move 
my course online if the need arose. Like other faculty and teaching 
staff, I spent much of the summer preparing for all possible 
scenarios. This definitely helped. Overall, I think that things are 
going well. Could they be better? Yes. If I had a chance to do it all 
again, I would spend more time at the beginning of my courses 
working to build community in the classroom.  More than ever 
before, I think this is so important.”

“I was super excited to 
come back and be able 
to enjoy our gorgeous 

campus for another year.”
Sophia Fabiano



RELY ON EACH OTHER 
“It’s a different, more careful environment,” says Dr. Hakin.   

“As a community, we had to rely on each other to get to where we 
are today.” 

Dr. Hakin says it is far from usual, and he knows the hard work 
involved and what it’s taken to get here.

The hours have been immense, the outcome has been good, but 
it’s a piece that has to be constantly looked at, he says. 

Being in it together has been key, and he thanks everyone for their 
efforts and for being willing to adapt and change as things change. 

Why StFX has been successful so far comes down to some basic 
things, he says. “Students have valued the interactions they have on 
campus. We’re offering things others aren’t able to experience…and 
they’ve given us their support in that way. 

“The resiliency of students has been fantastic,” Dr. Hakin says. 
“The community support, as evidenced in the volunteerism, the 
efforts of staff and faculty… the love of this institution that people 
have. They really want it to be a place where students succeed.”

Dr. Hakin says when StFX closed in March 2020, within a couple 
of months the university started to talk about whether it could bring 
students back to campus in a controlled and safe manner. Talk also 
turned to if reopened, would it be 100 per cent face-to-face or what 
mix could StFX provide. To gauge StFX’s online capability and the 
methods and technology needed, the university created an online 
preparedness taskforce in April 2020. 

It also started to look at what needed to change on campus to 
ensure safety for students and faculty. 

TEAM EFFORT
The fact StFX is offering in-person classes this semester can be 
attributed to the efforts of many knowledgeable and experienced 
people working together tirelessly to apply the public health 
standards to all operations and the student experience, says VP 
Students Elizabeth Yeo.

It’s a real team effort, she says, with everyone in all areas working 

closely together.
“We started by developing two contingency plans—one that 

assumed that we would reopen online and the other assuming 
face-to-face,” Ms. Yeo says.  

StFX established working groups to focus on different parts of the 
operations. The reopening framework was developed in consultation 
with Nova Scotia’s Department of Labour and Advanced Education 
and Public Health officials. Together, different areas of the university 
came together to create the ‘Campus Reopening Framework,’ which 
included detailed plans for an employee return to campus; 
resumption of on-campus research and fieldwork; academic 
program delivery; Facilities Management (access, flow, cleaning, and 
disinfection); residence reopening; student life; communications; 
and a ‘Good Neighbors’ strategy. 

StFX’s Executive Team met daily to stay connected and ensure 
coordination across all portfolios. 

“The amount of teamwork and collaboration was really inspiring,” 
Ms. Yeo says. 

“We also established working groups with external partners such 
as the Town and County of Antigonish, the RCMP, local area 
landlords and a team representing St. Martha’s Regional Hospital, 
Nova Scotia Health and Public Health. Taken together, we worked 
through the myriad of perspectives, positions, decisions and 

“The reality is we 
were working long days, 

problem solving, and 
thinking about plans.”

Dr. Andy Hakin
StFX President



initiatives, with safety for our staff, faculty, students and community 
always at the center of our consideration.”

PUBLIC HEALTH PRIORITY
“Essentially everything needed to be thought through for our ability 
to adhere to the public health and safety guidelines of physical 
distancing, maximum numbers of people in a room or space at one 
time, how we would manage when we could not guarantee physical 
distancing,” Ms. Yeo says.

She says they had to adapt educational programing and all spaces 
(educational, residence, food services) to meet maximum attendance 
and physical distancing requirements. They created a schedule for 
enhanced cleaning and disinfection of high-traffic areas and 
high-touch surfaces and, together with the Students’ Union, 
rethought the entire approach to Fall Orientation – “normally a 
gloriously socially intense event.” 

They also needed to figure out how to educate students on the 
changes, the health protocols and how to follow them. “We needed 
to rethink how to offer sports, recreation, campus life in COVID 

compliant ways. We created plans to identify and manage illness in 
educational, residential, food service, and recreational settings on 
campus. We created plans for students isolating or quarantining on 
campus.”

Within her own area of Student Services, she says it was valuable 
to consider how they would continue to deliver services should they 
elect to be online in the fall because it opened their thinking to the 
ways they could improve virtual service offerings and thus improve 
accessibility to students whether they were online or in-person. 

All departments reinvented their work. For example, Enrolment 
and Registrar’s Services created the popular “Webinar Wednesdays” 
to support student transition through the summer; Alumni Affairs 
took their summer send-offs online; Academic Success and Advising 
and the Residence Services offered summer workshops and supports 
online. The Housing and Ancillary, Communications, Facilities 
Management, Risk Management and the entire COVID-19 Steering 
Committee evaluated logistics and provided countless “just in time” 
solutions to support the frontline student-facing services. “I speak 
on behalf of all the VP’s to recognize every department on campus 

“As a community, 
we had to rely on each 
other to get to where 

we are today.”
Dr. Andy Hakin
StFX President



LONG DAYS
“The reality is we were working long days, problem solving, 
and thinking about plans. There were many moments when  
you’re asking the question, ‘what if?’ ‘What if this happens?’” 
Dr. Hakin says. 

“There was lots of communication with the town, the county, 
parents, students, health care providers, law enforcement, 
landlords… we can’t develop our plan in isolation,” he says.  

Many hours too went into virtual meetings and town halls with 
hundreds of students and parents answering many, varied questions. 

In order to move forward, all residence rooms had to be single 
occupancy. The university also gave itself a longer instructional day, 
so that classes are more separated. Other changes include distancing 
measures in classrooms and congregation areas, and no self-serve in 
meal hall. 

StFX implemented a green bracelet program in which faculty and 
staff who completed an online “Safely Returning To Work” program 
and students who finished their isolation or who never left the 
Atlantic ‘bubble’ wore the bracelet for the first month, signifying 
they’d passed all requirements and were able to enter academic 
facilities. 

In all, StFX brought in nearly 1,200 students from outside the 
Atlantic ‘bubble’ without introducing a single case of COVID-19. 
All students from outside the ‘bubble’ had to complete a 14-day 
isolation period and three COVID-19 tests during quarantine. 

Dr. Hakin says this announcement from the provincial 
government requiring students take three COVID tests was a 
turning point and confidence builder that dropped the temperature 
on some community concerns.  

For students isolating in residence, it was a huge mobilization 
for StFX, delivering three meals a day, supporting a mobile testing 
clinic, planning activities and outdoor time in a controlled manner. 

“Bob Hale, Director of Housing and Ancillary, and the Sodexo team 

orchestrated the delivery of over 15,000 meals to the students in 
residence!” Ms. Yeo says. 

In the community, over 250 volunteers, through the StFX Alumni 
Affairs led program Neighbours Helping Neighbours, helped over 
600 students, picking up and delivering groceries, making calls to 
check in. “It was marvellous moment for people to come together,” 
says Dr. Hakin.   

GOOD NEIGHBOURS 
“Students really adapted so well,” Dr. Hakin says.  

He says as the semester went on the message of being a good 
neighbour, of looking after yourself, to look after your community, 
was reinforced.  

This included personal visits from Dr. Hakin and his wife Linda, 
Antigonish mayor Laurie Boucher ’88 and Antigonish County 
warden Owen McCarron to students’ housing throughout the town 
and county during the first weeks of the term, thanking them for 
coming back and a friendly reminder of the importance of following 
the health and safety protocols.

“It was a good moment to get to know the students, and it was 
successful,” he says. 

It also helped ensure the message was clear: we’ve got to look after 
ourselves and our community. And it helped reinforce that StFX is 
adamant that infractions would be followed up by law enforcement 
and the community code. “We’re talking about the health of our 
community.”

WHY IMPORTANT 
Why was it important to welcome students back? Dr. Hakin says a 
lot of it has to do with the mental health of our students, and studies 
that show they thrive on interaction. 

“It’s been a very unusual year, especially for first year students who 
couldn’t complete high school effectively and now are embarking on 
university at the strangest of times. Would it be better to interact in 
person, the answer for many students would be yes.”



GONE WELL 
By all accounts, both Dr. Hakin and Ms. Yeo say the fall term has 
gone well.

“We are very fortunate to be living and learning in a part of the 
world that has enjoyed very low numbers of active cases. And our 
community has leaned into this project with everyone doing their 
part,” Ms. Yeo says.  

It’s definitely different for students to be on campus these days. 
With classes spread out over a longer day and with many students 
taking at least some classes online, there are fewer people on campus 
and in the buildings at any given time. Everyone wearing masks in 
all indoor spaces is an adjustment too. “But students are happy to be 
able to study in person with their teachers and friends and being 
part of the X and Antigonish community.” 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 
“StFX is known for small classes and personal attention from 
professors who are deeply engaged in providing a dynamic and 

personalized learning experience. With the reduced classroom sizes, 
the level of personal attention is even greater than usual! 

“This provides an exciting intellectual experience as well as more 
structured type of engagement. Also, many students have 
commented that they have been enjoying a greater use of 
educational technologies in their classes, which even in face-to-face 
offerings enhances the accessibility and engagement with the 
teaching materials.” 

Ms. Yeo attributes the success so far to the staff, faculty and 
Students’ Union who worked hard and creatively to be ready to 
welcome students back and continue to provide a great experience. 
Students too are doing their part to follow guidelines and create a 
‘new normal’ that is different, but still engaging and fun. Success is 
thanks too to community volunteers who stepped up to support 
students and community partners working with the university every 
step of the way to collaborate and find solutions, as well as Dr. 
Robert Strang and his public health team and government leaders 
whose policy decisions have been effective in limiting active cases in 

“We are very fortunate 
to be living and learning 

in a part of the world 
that has enjoyed very low 
numbers of active cases.”

Elizabeth Yeo
Vice-President Students



the region through the start of term, she says.
Dr. Hakin says one of the keys to reopening the campus has been 

the strength of the communications, and always learning. “You can’t 
underestimate the value of dialogue.” 

Another significant positive has been the university’s ability to 
work together across departments to address safety issues and create 
plans to ensure the safe return to campus. “Some specific successes 
included our collaboration with St. Martha’s Hospital staff and NS 
Health to offer the asymptomatic testing facility on campus and 
supporting close to 1,200 students on and off campus through the 
mandatory 14 day self-isolation period,” Ms. Yeo says. “Transforming 
campus traditions such as Welcome and Orientation and the Xaverian 
Welcome to be safe and still embody that welcoming X-Spirit.”  

CHALLENGES TOO
“Some of the challenges we face include staying focused and 
overcoming what we are calling ‘COVID Fatigue.’ We recognize that 

while everyone is leaning in and making it work, at the same time, 
we would all love it if we didn’t have to wear a mask, or physical 
distance, or limit our gatherings to 10,” Ms. Yeo says. “We will need 
to continue to evolve campus life and opportunities to connect as a 
community through the coming winter months and especially if we 
have active cases in our region. Bringing students safely back to 
campus in January from outside of the ‘bubble,’ where there is more 
risk from higher numbers of active cases and the extra challenges of 
weather and other logistics is something that we are already 
preparing for. We are working through what it will look like to 
provide outdoor wellness time for the students who are self 

-isolating with us in January.”
Dr. Hakin too says challenges as we go forward will include the

Christmas break. “When you return home, whether it is inside or
outside the Atlantic ‘bubble,’ continue to look at low risk behaviours,
socialize in small groups, carry on with hand washing, do the basics,
it will serve you,” he says.



X-SPIRIT AT WORK
Everyone has worked to ensure a positive experience, says Dr. Hakin.
For instance, he notes Student Services and Students’ Union have
worked to provide different experiences for students, like the ‘Epic
at The Keppoch’ event where the university bussed students this fall
to Keppoch Mountain, a nearby outdoor recreational complex, so
students could hike and bike.

Says Ms. Yeo: “I’ve been hearing about the X-Spirit for the past 
30 years. It’s been such a privilege to experience X-Spirit firsthand, 
seeing how the entire community has come together to make this 
work.”

“ It’s been such a 
privilege to experience 

X-Spirit firsthand, seeing
how the entire community 

has come together 
to make this work.”

Elizabeth Yeo
Vice-President Students


